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Editor’s
Note
Hello everyone!
Vinnie Mathur

With summer at its full
swing, we hope you’re
gearing up for a season of
adventure, refreshment,
curiosity, and fun!
While the 2020-21
school year was a unique
one, our students have
enjoyed the same
commitment to inclusive
learning environments,
transformative research, and
healthy, safe communities
that the university has
always upheld.

28
30

Then onward to a stellar
summer packed with
everything from interesting
webinars to outreach
programs, holidays,

mindfulness and yoga
sessions for all of you.
We held a wonderful series
of Global Mental Well-being
Webinars once a week
along with the Sustainability
Series. We look forward to
your suggestions and inputs
for the upcoming months,
do update your interests
and we’ll keep you in the
loop for more exciting stuff.
To stay connected, follow
Shiv Nadar University,
Delhi-NCR on social
media and engage in the
conversation via Facebook,
Snapchat, Linkedin and
Instagram.
Stay safe!

Follow Shiv Nadar University, Delhi-NCR & Engage Page
on Social Media
2
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MEET THE TEAM

“

Hello everyone, I am Anushka
Anand, a third year BMS major.
I tried to explore my creative
side and recently developed a
new found interest in reading
and designing, two completely
different areas, but very interesting
ones. I like to meet new people
and learn new things from them.

4
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“

I am Hilor Gulati, a student of
B.Sc.(research) in Economics and
Finance, 2024. I am passionate
about writing. I have been writing
since I was 12, which has made me
realise my in-depth love for poetry.
Besides that, I am curious about
how people interact in terms of
value, which created my interest
in economics as my academic. I
love to sing and meet new people.
I try to create a happy and positive
environment around me.

“

I’m Jahnavi Varma and I’m a 3rd
Year Biotechnology student
doing a minor in Communications
at SNU. I have a passion for
photography, the community
around me, nature, and the
environment with a special interest
in plant biology, genetics, and
microbiology. Apart from this, I
engage myself with reading and
writing to stay in touch with my
creative side. Ever since I was a
child, I have been curious about
the how’s and the why’s while not
taking things at face value which
helped brew my love for science.

“

Hi! I’m Mridula Vijayarangakumar,
and I just finished my first year at
SNU as an Economics and Finance
major. I am intensely passionate
about writing, books and art, so
you can always find me buried in
between printed pages or busy
scribbling away in a notebook. I
like observing the world in motion
and making connections between
different theories and fields; and
consequently rambling about
them. It’s also one of the reasons I
enjoy exploring an interdisciplinary
major like Economics and Finance.

“

I’m Muskan Sharma, a thirdyear Chemistry major at SNU.
The meaning of my name can be
denoted by two atoms of helium
‘HeHe’. I fancy art and my major
interests are photography, design,
and painting. As Michael Scott
said, “The only time I set the bar
low is for limbo.” :))
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DEAN’S MESSAGE

I

have joined the University very recently and hence have not had the chance to
interact with the students yet. When I had visited earlier, I was impressed by the

beautiful campus and marveled how everyone working here must be enjoying its
pristine beauty everyday. However, The past year has been very unusual in every
sense of the word. During the Covid19 pandemic everyone had to leave the campus
to stay with their families under severely restricted movements.
Indeed 2020 turned out to be a devastating year for global health. A previously
unknown virus rampaged around the world, rapidly emerging as one of its top
killers, exposing the inadequacies of health systems. Today, health services in all
countries are struggling to both tackle COVID-19, and provide people with essential
medical care. The pandemic has also negatively impacted mental health globally.
Teaching and learning in this new setting has posed another set of challenges to the
educational institutions.
Earlier in 2021 we thought that the worst is behind us and then the unfortunate
second wave hit us really hard. It sort of caught us unaware and almost each and
every family in the country was adversely affected by it. However, the resilience of
the human race is remarkable – we don’t give up easily. The advances in science
and technology have really enabled us to overcome the most challenging situations.
The speed with which vaccinations were rolled out worldwide is an amazing feat
of science in itself. This is the first time in the history of modern medicine that a
vaccine has moved from the drawing board to the production line in less than a
year. More so, this happened in different countries parallely, providing multiple
different types of vaccines. Thanks to an unprecedented speed of innovation, a
number of promising technologies and tools rapidly emerged out of the pipeline.
These range from data science to economics and came from every corner of the
world, connecting all regions in an unprecedented manner. The surge in vaccinations
and practice of Covid appropriate behaviour will hopefully mitigate the much
anticipated third wave.
Almost everyone can now be considered a Covid warrior. I am certain this pandemic
has left an indelible mark on our lives, and they are changed forever. Our outlook
gathered so far may be useful in a manner totally unimaginable up until now. I
would suggest hunt for what excites you the most and then go after it unabashedly.
As Michael Bishop, the Nobel laureate who discovered the cancer causing gene
(Oncogene) says, “follow your nose!”

6
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“

towards the world and towards ourselves has changed. The knowledge you have

Prof. Sanjeev Galande
Dean, School of Natural Sciences
HoD, Life Sciences
7
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Feature News

Team ARIA is a team of 10 Aerial enthusiasts that participated in the IAM3D segment of
Global E-FEST 2021 organized by ASME.
The ASME IAM3D (Innovative Additive Manufacturing 3D) Challenge is designed to give

TEAM
ARIA

undergraduate students of mechanical engineering and other fields from around the world
an opportunity to re-engineer existing products or create new designs using the Modern
Age technique of Additive Manufacturing.
For this year’s event the team had to use their engineering design principles and leverage
the latest advances in Additive Manufacturing technology to creatively re-design an UARCV,
or Unmanned Aerial Racing Cargo Vehicle commonly known as Drones that aimed at
providing a right balance between agility and stability to pick up and drop a ferromagnetic
payload remotely mid-rir without losing its fierce speed.

Team Aria which participated in the ASME E-Fest ‘IAM3D Competition’
won the Best Design award Globally. In fact, a special category
led by Samrath Suri, consisted of members Abhishek Kishor, Aditya
Chrandrasekar, Adhitya Reddy, Sanjana Ashok Iyer, Kavya Lilhare, Kush
Goyal, Sanchit Singhal, Shawyong Anmol Gupta and under the guidance of
Dr. Nishant Mishra.

Team ARIA

8
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4th November 2020 to begin a 6 month long engineering saga in which most of the design
process took place online because of the pandemic.

FASHION NEWSLETTER | 13

was announced just to honour the team and its efforts. The team

The ten enthusiastic members of Team Aria assembled for the first time on the night of

Dr. Nishant Mishra
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Technical Project Achievements

TEAM
SEGMAN
INDIA INNOVATION CHALLENGE DESIGN
COMPETITION NATIONAL WINNER TEAM SEGMAN
The India Innovation Challenge Design
Contest (IICDC) is a highly prestigious
National competition, with 18,000+ Indian
teams competing for the approval of the
evaluators. Team Segman, a team of 7
students mentored by Dr. Nishant Mishra
and led by Aakriti Mehta, persevered
through this competition and were
declared Winners (among 60 others) at the
Finale this year.

competition’s final round.

IICDC is co-organized by the Department
of Science and Technology, Texas
Instruments, and the Indian Institute of
Management Bangalore, supported by
MyGov India.
Team Segman worked on a problem
that influences the mass segregation of
waste at source, focused on increasing
the recycling rate in India and providing
an environmentally friendly alternative
for currently inefficient manual waste
segregation. The team made a smart
dustbin extension, fondly named
SEGMAN, which was presented at the

10
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TEAM SEGMAN

While we cannot fix all of the
problems at once, we do our best
to advance one step each time.” Team Segman

Aakriti Mehta

SEGMAN is a modular attachment to
existing dustbins that uses Artificial
Intelligence, Machine Learning, and
Image Processing to segregate waste into
recyclable and non-recyclable divisions.
It also employs IoT and Cloud-based
solutions for advertising on the digital
displays of the dustbin extension, proving
to be more than just a waste segregator.

Rahul Madan

Shambhavi sud

Faculty Advisor:
Dr. Nishant Mishra

Sanskar Agarwal

Bhaven Jain

Devansh Goel

Samrath Suri
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Technical Project Achievements

UNI VER S I TY EVENTS

TEAM
GENESIS

UNIVERSITY
EVENTS
School of Management and Entrepreneurship
The School of Management &
Entrepreneurship conducted a session titled
“Storytelling - Communicating Big Data
Ideas” by Dr. Paromita Goswami, Professor
of Marketing and Social Innovation, School of
Management & Entrepreneurship, Shiv Nadar
University, Delhi-NCR, Delhi on 5th May. In
a world driven by data-based intelligence,
insights can be generated quickly and
effectively. However, once these insights are
gathered, it is how they are communicated
that decides how optimal the impact will be.
So, the impact of insights depends on how
well the messaging is crafted. This magical
piece is Storytelling.

T

eam Genesis is an interdisciplinary
team consisting of members from
all branches of the School of
Engineering. Team Genesis participated
in Mega ATV Championship Season VI
which is a national level ATV designing
manufacturing and racing event, where
the team bagged the Championship

12
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Trophy in the all-electric ATV segment.
The team was composed of only freshers
and decided to face all the hardships
head on in these tough times. They
went on to successfully, complete the
manufacturing phase of the ATV within
a month. The team was guided by Dr.
Nishant Mishra

On 14th May, the School of Management &
Entrepreneurship held a Spark Talk with guest
speaker Dr. Sundar Venkatesh. The title of
the talk was “Making Your Business Degree
Count”- in which Dr. Venkatesh talked about
the key pivotal aspects of pursuing quality
management education from a premium
institution and how students can align these
aspects for enriching their learner journey
towards a rewarding career

13
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U N IV ERSITY E V E N T S

UNI VER S I TY EVENTS

Alumni Talk
Career Development Centre (CDC)

The Career Development Center held a virtual
talk titled “Morgan Stanley Campus Placement
Process” by university alumna, Ms. Pragya
Chaturvedi (B.Tech. in Computer Science and
Engineering, Class of 2018) on May 29. Ms.
Chaturvedi is currently working at Morgan
Stanley as a Software Developer and shared
her insights on how one can prepare oneself
for the Campus Placement Process of Morgan
Stanley.

The Career Development Centre held a webinar on May 8, 2021. The theme of this webinar was
‘Accelerate Your Business In Finland’ and a great lineup of speakers from leading accelerators of
Finland- Kiuas, Red Brick, NewCo Accelerator were part of the webinar.

Atal Incubation Centre - Shiv Nadar University
The Atal Incubation Centre held a panel discussion titled ‘Raising Your First Check and Availability
of Funds for Startups’ on May 15, as part of their series of webinars for Venture Challenge 4.0.
Speakers for the panel discussion were experts from Anthill Ventures, Agility Ventures, Ministry of
MSME and HCL Technologies who shared insights on securing the first check for a startup.

The Career Development Center conducted
a Dell Digital Webinar Series from May 24 to
May 31. The series included technical sessions
by experts from Dell Technologies on cloud
computing, design thinking, blockchain and
DevOps. Professional development sessions
covered topics including unconscious bias and
start-up as a culture.

14
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Writer's Avenue

U N IV ERSITY E V E N T S

Club Events
The Fashion & Lifestyle Society of Shiv Nadar University, Delhi-NCR, Enchant invited Sakhi, the
owner of Little Flower Khadi, an NGO that gives leprosy-affected families a chance to earn a
livelihood by spinning cotton and khadi fabrics, to an Instagram live interview with them. She
spoke about sustainability, the workers and their struggles to make fabric and different forms of
patterns and fashion on 6th May, 2021.

SAVE

NATURE
WRITTEN BY — HILOR GULATI

The earth cries as the rain pours,
Those tiny drops of water bring with themselves,
poison down to the earth.
While humans blame nature for throwing tantrums,
I wonder how not even once, we look back at our actions.
Do we really spend time talking to nature?
Just like us they also might need some companions.
We want fresh fruits, shade and cool breeze,
Alumni Magazine
The 3rd edition of Alumni Magazine was released
on 27th May, which features the star alumnae of
the university and their stories, updates on Shiv
Nadar University, Delhi-NCR, Delhi NCR and their
battle with Covid-19, interesting articles, and a lot
more.
https://snu.edu.in/sites/default/files/SNUAlumni-Magazine-Edition-3.pdf

But even fail when asked to give water to those trees.
We have forgotten to walk on foot even to that nearest store,
Still, we want us, from the trees to be adored.
We can’t even spare a minute without air conditioners at our homes,
But not even by chance try to help the fiery earth, get out of this stroke.
Our earth is the mother of all,
But she has reached a peak where her children need to learn.
Let us pledge today,
To be the concerned children of our mother earth.

Hilor Gulati

(B.Sc Economics and
Finance - class of 2024)

16
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STUDENT LENS
La ks h ay Man gl a
ECE , Batc h of 2 0 2 4

Sa ga r Kas i th a(s kai s th a_ c l i ck s)
ECE -Batc h of 2 0 2 4
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Sagar Kas ith a (ska i stha _ c l i c ks)

EC E- Batch of 2 0 2 4

Am aan
C SE-Batc h of 2 0 2 4

R i t wi k Bh at t ach arya
B. Sc R esearch C h emi st ry, Batch of 2023
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HIGHLIGHTS AT SNU 2017-2020

FACULTY
ACHIEVEMENTS

Grand Challenge Finalist medal. He was also
awarded Gold Medal by Dept of Sc&Tech, Govt
of India as part of DST-Lockheed-Stanford IIGP
programme.
He obtained his MS (Robotics) from Carnegie
Mellon University. He is a graduate in Bachelor
of Technology (Electrical Engineering) from
Delhi College Of Engineering.
He previously worked as a Research Scholar at
Carnegie Mellon University as well as a Research
Scientist at Lockheed Martin. He also worked as
the lead UGV Scientist at iRobot Corporation

Aakash Sinha - Professor of
Practice, Robotics/AI)

Aakash Sinha is an Assistant Professor
of Practice, Department of Electrical
Engineering, School of Engineering (SoE)
at Shiv Nadar University and teaches
Robotics and Embedded Systems to
about 400 students every year.
Professor Sinha has also founded a startup, Omnipresent Robot Tech, which
builds smart autonomous drone solutions
for industries and agriculture. He also
lead the Omnipresent team to develop
navigation software for the Chandrayaan
2 Pragyan rover and earlier helped build
navigation modules Chandrayan 1.
Professor Sinha is a recipient of the
prestigious MIT TR 35 or Massachusetts
Institute of Technology’s list of top
innovators under the age of 35. He has
also received US DoD, DARPA Robotics
20
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His research interests include Design and
Implementation
of
Autonomous
Robot
Navigation Software, Drone
Analytics,
Modelling, Control And Kinematics Of
Autonomous Vehicles. He is also an amateur
astronaut and has been doing backyard
astrophotography with his telescope. He plans
to help set up an observatory at SNU.

Title And Description of The Talk

Aakash Sinha - Professor of Practice, Robotics/AI)

Awards and accomplishments of the student teams lead by professor Aakash Sinha,
for Shiv Nadar University.
Best paper award ICCAR2020 (at global level)
Amphibian Hexapod Project, a robot that can
climb walls and also swim, won the best paper
award at ICCAR2020 (March2020), Singapore.

Top 10 ranker (at global level), ASME 2019
Among the top 10 university teams in the
world in ASME Robot Design 2019 , Only one
from India in the ASME 2019 top rankers list.

First Prize at National Level at SIH2019
Project AI based UAV imaging for traffic
management. The team won the first prize
in India’s biggest hackathon, The Smart India
Hackathon 2019, which was inaugurated by
PM Modi.

First Prize at National level , MedTech2017
The team won the first prize at AP MedTech
hackathon for making an emergency blood
delivery drone, competing with top universities
and start-ups. The award was given by then AP
CM Chandra Babu.

First Prize at National Level, ASME 2018
Winner at ASME 2018 Robot Design Contest,
beating top Indian universities like IITs for
designing a soccer robot.

Third Prize at National Level at SIH2020
The team won the 3rd prize at national level
for designing a River Cleaning Robot called the
Trash Bot.

Only Indian University to cover the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn live A rare astronomical event
happening after 800 years was captured and broadcasted live by Shiv Nadar University, Delhi-NCR.
Event was watched by over 10000 people online and 200 in person.

Chandrayaan 2 and Amateur Astronomy for
Students
In this talk, Professor Sinha talked about his
experiences of working on the Chandrayaan
2 project, some little known facts about
the Chandrayaan 2 rover Pragyan. He also
demonstrated what the rover could have done
on the Moon or will do as part of Chandrayaan 3
mission. He also talked about his experience as
an amateur astronomer, shared some pictures
and videos captured through his telescope and
provided advice for students on how they can
start with amateur astronomy and build a career
in the space industry. He concluded by talking
about the proposed plan for an observatory at
SNU.

Prestigious International Journal/ Conference Publications
UAVs technology for the development of GUI
based application for precision agriculture and
environmental research, Journal of Remote
Sensing Applications, Volume 16, 2019,

An efficient framework for monitoring tree
cover in an area through aerial images, 		
Proceedings Volume 11139, Applications of
Machine Learning; 2019, San Diego

Designing of an Amphibian Hexapod with
Computer Vision for Rescue Operations,
2020 6th International Conference on Control,
Automation and Robotics (ICCAR), 2020,
Singapore

Road network mapping from aerial images,
Proc. SPIE 11139, Applications of Machine
Learning, 1113917, September 2019, San
Diego

21
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ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENTS
Aakash Sinha - Professor of Practice, Robotics/AI)
Single handedly set up the Robotics Lab and
Course at SNU and teaches close to 250
students every year, the university’s only
robotics course, every student builds a robot at
the end of the course.

Advised over 200 students every year on
various projects ( including coursework
projects) especially related to AI, Machine
Learning and Robotics

Total 2 international prizes, 5
national prizes, 4 prestigious international
publications and coverage by 50+ media
houses for SNU in the last 3 years.

One of highest ranked professor in the
department, by the students for the final year
project, a course which carries highest number
of credits.

With Prof. Biswas, taught Embedded Systems
course to over 150 students every year

Assists with lab and tutorial of basic EE courses
to over 200 students every year

Every Semester at least one of his student’s
project has won a National/International level
prize for Shiv Nadar University, Delhi- NCR

Leading multiple student clubs including the
Robotics Club and the Astronomy Club.

Prof. Vikram Kapur

FACULTY
ACHIEVEMENTS

UNMADE LIVES
‘Unmade Lives’ by Professor Vikram
Kapur was featured in the LA Review
of Books. The original was published
in the Mekong Review.
Click here to read
https://mekongreview.com/

Leading summer schools on Robotics and
Astronomy for all SNU and SNS campuses

unmade-lives/

Illustration by Gianluca Costantini

Vikram Kapur
Professor, Department of English

22
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Raghav Gupta | Seethala Karipineni

STUDENTS
ACHIEVEMENTS
Raghav Gupta, BMS Batch of 2021

INTERNSHIP WITH DR. KIRAN BEDI
I have been associated
with Raj Nivas, Puducherry,

Seethala Karipineni

BMS - Batch of 2024
Instagram : @Saka_and_Sasa

THE LOCKDOWN
ENTREPRENEURIAL JOURNEY SAKA & SASA
The brand is based on
the idea of sustainable
livelihood. It is known for its
handmade soaps and other
natural skincare products
like herbal oils, lip balms,
body powder, hand wash
and disinfectants.
She believes, “be a mindful
and educated consumer, if I
can, you can too.”

The Lieutenant Governor,
Dr. Kiran Bedi’s office for
the past year as an online/

This initiative started 3 years
back, in my 11th grade.
I studied at Rishi Valley
School, where I took up a
project to empower a couple

virtual intern. However,
recently (4th-21st February
2021) I had the opportunity
to work as an on-ground

of rural women to earn a
livelihood. After learning
how to make soap from
my science teacher, I
was part of a group that
taught these women to
make soap. This initiative
continued over my 11th
and 12th spanning two
years where they were
taught various other
skincare recipes, which
they sold at our school to
earn a livelihood. Once
I left school I was no
longer able to work with
them and inspired from
my journey, I decided

Intern under the esteemed,
her Excellency Lieutenant
Governor Dr. Kiran Bedi.
My work included the
drafting of two research
papers, handling online
meetings at the office,
finishing the artifacts
book at the Raj Nivas,
clicking photographs of the
century-old Chandeliers,
Cutlery, foundation stones,
architecture, etc. However,
my main project was
the launch of the official
podcast of Dr. Kiran Bedi on
Spotify and Apple Podcast.
I conceptualized the idea
of the podcast back in

and had launched it on 28th October 2020. The Podcast goes
by the name “Kiran Bedi Speaks” and is available on Spotify
and on Apple Podcasts. This is a proud moment for me in my
professional career.

to initiate a start up by
myself on the same line of
product.
After getting bored during
the lockdown, this activity
seemed quite interesting.
Though it started casually,
very quickly I took it up
as an actual business and
hence has become a Startup. I started by catering to
the skin care needs of my
family, kit & kin, 1st circle
and friends there on. Our
first product was soaps, in
multiple flavors. After the
initial positive response,
we added on newer items
such as lip & heal balm,
hair oil, bath powder,
Mosquito roll on, etc.

Now we have a boutique
of 9 products, all in the
realm of Skin Care. All these
are guided by some core
principles, such as:
1. 100% Zero waste( making
and packing )
2. All natural & locally
sourced Ingredients
3. Entirely handmade.
Looking back on this short
journey of ours, my belief
has been reiterated that
customers are ever so eager
for good fresh products,
they are aspirational, so
willing to try-on new stuff.

2020 amid the pandemic
24
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Bhavya Paliwal

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS

MEET YOUR FRIENDS
AROUND THE GLOBE

BHAVYA PALIWAL, ALUMNI OF CLASS 2014

Shattering glass ceilings and
transcending borders, metaphorical and
literal, Bhavya Paliwal, alumni of class
2014 is one pioneer who has aced it
all. Starting as a teaching assistant at
Shiv Nadar University, Delhi-NCR and
then at Cornell University, Bhavya was
never just a student. Her enthusiasm to
learn more always found her reaching
beyond academics to assistant teaching
opportunities and research-driven
projects. Having worked with prominent
organizations such as Ernst & Young and
McKinsey & Company, Bhavya indeed left
no stone unturned in realizing her dreams
and potential of making an impact in a
field that was considered inaccessible and
cut-throat. This young woman has been
resilient and incredibly inspiring in her
hustle, never settling and loving learning
through her career and job profiles. Now

Hi, I’m Anton from City University, Germany and

How has your experience?

I did an internship in Bio mimetics at Shiv Nadar

The professors were very supportive and open. I

University, Delhi-NCR.

could approach them anytime and with any idea
that I had in mind. They were ready to discuss

How was the course structure at Shiv Nadar

my ideas and evaluate and even change how

University, Delhi-NCR?

they were working at things! The cooperation

The classes at Shiv Nadar University, Delhi-

worked out really well.

NCR were similar to those back in Germany. In
the beginning it was a bit hard getting used to

What is the one thing you would be taking away

the structure. It was still nice to learn how to

from your experience at Shiv Nadar University,

approach things differently

Delhi-NCR?
One thing I’d be taking away – It is always great

How did you find your first Week at Shiv Nadar

to be reminded that all the expectations that you

University, Delhi-NCR?

have are not universal. So when you meet new

The campus is really big but it was quite easy

people, you learn new approaches and become

to figure out where everything is – it was really

more open in that sense. It really changes your

comfortable. It was quite interesting to work with

standards and mindset in a good way.

different people from different backgrounds and
learn how I can incorporate that into my work.

serving as a consultant at The World Bank,
Columbia, USA Bhavya Paliwal is a true
inspiration for many, and we celebrate her
journey!

26
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From the Lens of

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
COL . GOPAL
KARUNAKARAN (RETD.)
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Must Read

WORDS.INK

BOOK NOOK
Made You Up
“Sometimes I think people take reality for
granted.”
How do you differentiate between reality
and delusion…especially when you are a
schizophrenic? Francesca Zappia, awardwinning author of the book Eliza and her
Monsters, tells the story of a schizophrenic
high school student in her debut novel,
Made You Up.
Alex is crazy. Diagnosed with schizophrenia
at the age of thirteen, she sees and hears
things that normal people don’t. She talks
to trophies and her Magic 8-Ball. She takes
pictures with her camera to figure out
reality. With her sister as her only ally, Alex
tries to stay sane long enough to get into
college. But knowing what’s real and what
are tricks by her isn’t easy.
After dropping out from her previous high
school due to an incident, she starts her
senior year in East Shoal High School- only
to wonder if her condition has gotten worse.
A principal obsessed with a scoreboard,
a cobra slithering freely in the building’s
ceiling...and a boy named Miles. Alex saw
him at seven; he was her first hallucination,
Blue Eyes. Why has she started seeing him
again? Are Miles and Blue Eyes even the
30
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same person?
Sensitive and provoking, this novel is a
light, funny and a compelling read. Get
ready to turn the pages as Alex-the ultimate
unreliable narrator- narrates her crazy
world.

Mr Salary (Short Story)
Before Irish writer Sally Rooney acclaimed
fame for her Booker Prize-nominated novel
Normal People, she wrote a humble short
story with equal grit and flair: Mr Salary.
Rooney’s writings follow subtle Marxist
tones, weaving class with the gallant nature
of ordinary relationships, and Mr Salary is
no exception. Written in the first-person
narrative, it follows the return of Sukie to
Dublin from Boston, as her father Frank
lays critically ill from leukemia. But it is
not Frank that Sukie shares an attachment
with, but Nathan, a long-distance relative,
who took her in as a broke college student.
It is he who picks her at the airport, drives
her to her father, gives her comfort as she
struggles with stricken adulthood. What
follows is a relationship bordering between
confidants and lovers, and a cherished
connection that they both preserve. While
one wishes to seek more from a precious
connection, the other stays cautioned,
creating a narrative that interconnects love,
loss, and friendship at once.
Nathan and Sukie’s whole relationship is a delight and heartbreaking at once. The narrative
follows many occurrences that seem ordinary and realistic, but weave together to create
allegorical motifs that only heighten the narrative. From one moment to the next, one follows
descriptions and conversations that seem not so distant but happening just next door.
Of class and finance, love and loss, and most of all, chosen and given families, Mr Salary is a
warming read for anyone willing to relax and reflect. You can read it at
https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/mr-salary-a-short-story-by-sally-rooney-1.3016223
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SPECIAL WEBINAR SERIES

MENTAL HEALTH
WEBINAR
May was the Mental Health Awareness
Month and is a time to raise awareness
of those living with mental or behavioral
health issues and to help reduce the
stigma so many experience. The Office
of Marketing and Communications
developed a webinar series in
collaboration with Blue Circle called The
Global Mental Wellness Webinars to
support mental health awareness month
this May & June.
The current COVID-19 pandemic has
been a significant adjustment for everyone
worldwide and has increased stress levels.
There is additional fear regarding one’s
own health as well as the health of family
members. Positivity, wellness, and mental
health are paramount at this time. It is for
this reason that we had two Webinars in
May and four in June.
These Webinars in May were conducted
by Dr. Devika Khanna,Consultant

Psychiatrist, NHS, London, UK and Ms.
Megha Mathur, Counselling Psychlogist,
Life Coach, Boston, USA Attended
by staff, faculty and students, these
Webinars were encouraging, supporting
and maintaining a culture of mental
health and wellbeing amongst each other.

We hope you were able to join us in
this journey to learn about mental
health and wellbeing to better serve the
community in our programs. Each session
was an hour long and included many
opportunities for discussion.

Some of the key tips as shared by experts• Perform fitness activities at home or outside. Even if at work or working from home,
take a 5-minute break on the hour when you can walk/stretch your legs.

S pec ial Webinar S eries

Global Mental Wellness Seminar Series
was a new initiative, hosted by students
and Mrs. Vinnie Mathur weekly starting
May 22, 2021. The expert for the first
session was Dr. Devika Khanna, Consultant
Psychiatrist in Medical Psychotherapy.
Blue Circle Mental Health Specialists were
also present to address the seminar. The
first half of the session was given to Dr.
Devika as she gave a presentation and it
was followed by a refreshing session of
mindfulness.

The second episode of the Global Mental
Wellness Seminar Series was held on
May 29. The topic was “Self-care through
the pandemic & beyond”. The expert
for the session was Megha Mathur - a
trained Mental Health Professional
with a master’s degree in Counselling
Psychology from Boston.

• Any amount of physical activity is better than none at all, and at least 30 minutes of
moderate vigorous activity is ideal. If you are able, consider walking or safely biking
to work.
• Get some sunlight throughout the day. This can have both health benefits (exposure
to Vitamin D) and be invigorating. Stretching exercises in the morning and
throughout the day can be helpful for the body and to calm the mind.
• Meditation has long been used as a practice of relaxing and controlling the mind.
Guided imagery is a similar practice using contemplative images as a calming method.
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SPECIAL WEBINAR SERIES

HAPPINESS BASICSWAYS TO ENHANCE IT
You can’t control everything. Sometimes you just
need to relax and have faith that things will work
out. Let go a little and just let life happen.
— Kody Keplinger
‘Happiness Basics & Ways To Enhance
It’ was the third episode in the new
initiative- the Global Mental Wellness
Seminar Series, and this session was
held on June 5th. The guest speaker for
the event was Dr. Raj Raghunathan - a
professor of Marketing at the McCombs
School of Business, University of Texas,
Austin.
He gave a forty-minute presentation
and at the end, shared a video by
Vishen Lakhiani - the founder of
Mindvalley. Mr. Lakhiani talked about
three important questions that a person
should ask themselves in order to gain
satisfaction, name and happiness,
namely:
1)

What do I want to experience?

2)

How do I want to grow?

3)

What do I want to contribute?

These questions serve as a purpose
in discovering life and our passions. It
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S pec ial Webinar S eries

The session was refreshing and highly
interactive. It created a space in which
people could take a breath amidst the
current pandemic and take time to
reflect and process the situation. Many
mindfulness and gratitude techniques and

tips that were shared proved to be the
exact ones the audience needed to hear.
All in all, this series with a line of incredible
guest speakers is immensely thoughtful and
a soothing balm in these trying times.

Mridula Vijayarangakumar
B.Sc. Economics and Finance
Class of 2024

makes the audience think about one’s
life goals and not what society dictates
to be end goals. He also gave out
advice on how to go about these three
questions and to be explorative and
curious about all things in life.
In addition, we also had Dr. Devika
Khanna, Consultant Psychiatrist
in Medical Psychotherapy join us
from London for a short session on
mindfulness. She spoke about different
methods to bring happiness into our
lives, one of the foremost methods
being the practice of gratitude. Listing
three things every day that you’re
grateful for - and it can be as simple
as something like the sunshine, finding
joy in the smallest of things. She also
did a deep discussion on why negative
thoughts affect people more and
how to ignore them and focus on the
positive ones. Miss Indu from Blue
Circle performed some techniques of
mindfulness for which our audience of
forty joined in.
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02

Vineeth Yerramaneni
(Cultural Secretary, 2019-21)

03

Sanjeeth Rajeshwaran
(IT Secretary, 2019-21)

Shardul Kulkarni (Secretary of
Technical Affairs, 2019-21)
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I am Sanjeeth Rajeshwaran. I served as the
Secretary of IT for the 2019-2021 tenure. The
IT department has done commendable work
with the process of digitization, which was the
need of the hour during these unprecedented
times. It was an honour to have worked with
them. I express my gratitude towards Vinnie
Ma’am, Nishant sir and Munmum ma’am and
thank them for their guidance. I thank all the
clubs for complyingwith the newly established
rules, which facilitated the smooth conductance
of events online besides other things. I wish
good luck to my successors.”

Hi, I am Shardul Kulkarni. I served as the
Secretary of Technical Affairs from January 2020
to April 2021. Looking after technical events
and clubs in the university, that too in such
difficult times was only possible because of the
prolific collaboration of the TC, CC the DSA and
the respective academic departments. I wish the
technical committee all the very best in making
the technical side of the university even more
thriving.”

04

Hi! I am Vineeth Yerramaneni, I served as
the Cultural Secretary from November 2019
to March 2021. I am really grateful for the
opportunity and would like to thank everyone
for believing in me. When I look back at the
tenure I had, I would really be proud of my team
and the clubs on campus for continuing the
activities even during the pandemic. I would
also like to appreciate the efforts of the Student
Council’20 and the Department of Student
Affairs during these tiring times.”

Mallika Gupta (Secretary of
Academic Affairs, 2019-21)

Meera Harish (Secretary of
Academic Affairs, 2019-21)

Hi everyone, I’m Mallika Gupta and I served
as the Secretary of Academic Affairs (SOE)
alongside Meera Harish from 2019 to April
2021. I am really glad that we got this
wonderful opportunity to help the students,
especially during these unprecedented times
when the transition from offline to online
academics became a necessity. I would like to
thank the student community for being patient
and cooperative in such times. The smooth
transition wouldn’t have been possible without
the unparallel support of Dean’s Office, DSA
and the Student Council. Special mention
to my co-secretary Meera for being such a
hardworking partner and for always having
my back. I couldn’t have asked for a better
companion than her.
As we end our tenure, we sincerely hope that
we were able to help the student community
in any way possible and that we did make a
difference. Lastly, I wish the upcoming Student
Council all the very best for this incredible
journey.”

05

01

THE FAREWELL
SERIES

THE FAR EWEL L S ER I ES

Hey, I am Meera and I was the Academic Affairs
Secretary along with Mallika Gupta. We served
one of the longest tenures - 2019-2021. Our
tenure, was quite different and challenging due
to the pandemic and the sudden shift to online
classes. We had the opportunity of working
with multiple offices on campus, like the Dean’s
Office, the DSA, to name a few. We worked on
creating many new initiatives online to ease this
transition and recieved immense support from
everyone in the administration. I personally
enjoyed the opportunity to speak to so many
juniors and seniors along this process, and I
hope that I was able to help them out through
these tough times as well. I would like to thank
the all the Executive Cabinet members and
senators for their support in this journey. I can’t
help but thank Mallika Gupta, because without
her I would have been lost many a times.”
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07

Adil Gazder (Secretary of
External Affairs, 2019-21)

08

Abhirami Reddy
(Sports Secretary, 2019-21)

Mahi Kilaru
(Secretary of Campus Affairs,
2019-21)
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Hello, I am Abhirami Reddy from BMS ‘21. I
served as the Sports Secretary from Nov ‘19
to Mar ‘21. Firstly I would like to thank the
students of Shiv Nadar University, Delhi-NCR
for giving me this responsibility. This journey
has given me a lot of wonderful experiences, joy
and great friends. I am really proud of my sports
committee and would like to thank each one of
them for trying their very best to enhance the
standard of sports in SNU and for being there
and trusting my decisions always. Last but not
least, I am really grateful to each and every
member of the Admin, DoPE and my friends
who have helped me during my entire tenure
and my 4 years at SNU. I wish the Student
Council ‘21 and Surge OC a very all the best for
the future endeavours.”

Hello everyone, I’m Mahi Kilaru. I served as the
Secretary of Campus Affairs for the 2019-2021
tenure. I would like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone who supported and stood by
me during these last two years - the DSA office,
all the wardens, the administration, Vikranth sir
and my team. It wouldn’t have been possible
to do my work effectively without any their
help and guidance. I am extremely grateful for
the opportunity I got, and I wish the upcoming
student council the very best!”

09

Hey, I’m Adil Gazder and I served as the
Secretary of External Affairs for the 20192021 tenure. It’s truly been an amazing journey
working with the EAC team, ensuring SNU is
well represented in events and competitions
across domains both nationally and
internationally, bringing home multiple awards
and accolades. I’ll always be grateful for the
support I received from my team, the SNUSC,
the student community, DSA and Admin and
hope we continue to grow with this spirit of
collaboration to ensure SNU keeps pushing the
boundaries of excellence.”

K V Sai Teja
(Vice President, 2019-21)

10

06

TH E FA REW E LL S E R I E S

Sarath Chandra (Secretary of
Senate, 2019-21)

Hello! I am K V Sai Teja, I was elected Vice
President for the Student Council from
November 2019 to March 2021, making for one
of the longest terms in student council tenure.
I would like to thank the student community
for believing in me and my ability to lead.
Though tackling problems during the pandemic
was challenging, it allowed for a truly unique
experience. I extend my warmest thanks to
my fellow peers who served in the executive
council and senate for making the transition into
online teaching comfortable for all students. In
particular, I couldn’t have been more grateful
to have had the full cooperation and the
painstaking efforts put forth by the office of
the DSA, the Administration, and the office of
Dean UG. Lastly, kudos to the Top 4 for always
keeping the SNU community first and making
every effort to serve them. I wish the incoming
members of the student council the best of luck,
and carry forward the momentous endeavours
of the past student councils.”

Hi, I am Sarath Chandra and I served as the
Secretary of Senate for the 2019-21 tenure.
I am extremely proud of my Senate, fellow
Executive Council and other Student Council
members for ensuring a smooth transition to
all online modes of operations. I am thankful
for the opportunity to represent the student
community and I’ve thoroughly enjoyed it. A
special thanks to all the Senators for being
patient and cooperative in this elongated tenure
of ours. I am grateful for all the lovely friends
I’ve made along this journey and for the support
offered by SNU. I’d like to wish the upcoming
student council all the very best and hope that
they have a great tenure, too!”
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ATAL
INCUBATION CENTRE,

SHIV NADAR UNIVERSITY, DELHI-NCR

Venture Challenge
The Atal Incubation Centre, Shiv
Nadar University, Delhi-NCR launched
the fourth edition of its “Venture
Challenge” on 15 April 2021. The
Venture challenge hosted by the Atal
Incubation Centre is an annual Startup competition, which aims to provide
complete support to unique and
innovative business ideas, which are
practical and feasible for incubation.
The venture challenge ended on 25
May 2021, with an overwhelming
response from more than 230 startups
from across the country.
With the physical limitations from
the pandemic, the event was hosted
completely online with paticipants
across different states and cultures
of the country, with 39% from the
Northern India, 35% from the Southern
India and rest from other parts of the
country.
As a step for preliminary elimination,
the AIC SNU team carefully examined
the applications with the HeadStart
team and shortlisted some 60
applicants for the pre-pitch events
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conducted from 9 - 12 June, 2021.
The startups presented their
business ideas in front of a panel of
faculty and staff from SNU, the AIC
SNU and HeadStart Team and were
scrutinised to test the viability of
their business.
The total number of applications
we received for the fourth edition
of our Venture Challenge was
58% higher compared to the third
edition.
From Protein based startups
to heavy utility robotics based
business applications were
supported by the Venture
Challenge 4.0. In a total of,

summation of 18 categorical fields
were combined for this annual
event, including niche fields like
Quantum Computing, Aerospace,
VR and Drones.
India has a total of 38 thousands
running startups, which were
successfully crafted with the help
of various Investors and mentors.
The AIC Venture Challenges
comes to be the right platform for
the ideas which can be molded
into an actual piece of existence
with the persiant efforts of the
expert panel and the consistent
support provided by the partnered
organizations.
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SPORTS

ARTIST
BOULEVARD

Online Yoga Classes

Online Yoga classes are being conducted by the Department of Physical Education
for the entire Shiv Nadar University, Delhi-NCR community by Yoga instructor Ms.
Sudipta Sil. This is to fight against the complications of pre & post COVID symptoms.
Special online yoga classes are held every day (Monday to Saturday) morning 07:00
am & Evening 05:30 pm. The Department of Physical Education is trying to help
people stay healthy in this Covid-19 pandemic with an everyday yoga session. Some
of the highlights of the sessions are learning how to increase the oxygen level in the
lungs, improving the quality of breath and boosting one’s immunity power.

Akshit Arya - BMS Class of 2024

Harshita Shokeen - B.Sc Mathematics Class of 2024

Chinmayi Verma - CSE Class of 2024

Harshita Shokeen - B.Sc Mathematics Class of 2024
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HOT OFF
THE PRESS
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H O T OFF TH E PR E S S
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HO T O F F THE PR ES S
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PICTURESQUE CAMPUS

Dilip Dw i vedi
M BA, Batc h of 2 0 2 1

Sa ma rt h A gar wal
Electrical an d el ec tro n i c s
en gin eer i n g, Batc h of 2 0 22
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Arn av Jh atta
Electrical an d com m uni c ati on engi neer i ng, Batc h of 2023

Im roz Ta nwe e r
H C L TSS, Batch of 2020

Dilip Dwived i
M BA,Batc h of 2 0 21

R i t wi k Bh at t a c harya
B. Sc R esearch Che m istry,
Batch of 2023
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If you have content you’d like to be considered for inclusion in the
upcoming newsletter, please write to me at
vinnie.mathur@snu.edu.in
Please feel free to forward this to a friend or associate, follow us on
Instagram @SNUEngage and get an online read on the website too!

/ShivNadarUniv

/Shiv Nadar University

/ShivNadarVarsity

/ShivNadarVarsity

/Shivnadaruniversity

Snu_engage

/Snu_engage

@snuengage
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